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Marisa Deshaies  

303 Red Cedar Lane  

Bear, DE 19701 

February 14, 2013 

 

 

Dr. Ethan Joella  

English Department  

New England College  

98 Bridge Street 

Henniker, NH 03242  

 

Subject: Proposal for Career Presentation to an English 101 Class  

 

Dear Dr. Joella:  

 

In an already competitive business industry and a weak job market, it is more important than 

ever for students to have a firm grasp of employment opportunities available to those with a 

background in an English major’s field. As an editor at a mass-marketing publishing house, I can 

give your students an informative lecture about careers in the industry. In addition, students 

whose career paths may differ from an editorial focus will appreciate a discussion of the merits 

an English degree provides within non-traditional English-related careers, which I can readily 

share through a short history of current employment. At your convenience, I hope to arrange a 

visit to your class this brief discussion and question-and-answer session that will provide your 

students with valuable information on a popular major and career path. 

 

The enclosed indicates my interest in speaking with your English 101 students about the possible 

career opportunities available to students whose major studies in higher education focus on 

English writing and literature. As an alumna of University of Delaware (UD) and New England 

College (NEC), I am experienced in both on-campus and online college learning. Large, lecture 

style classes at UD provided excellent analytical lessons, while the personal and interactive 

sessions through NEC’s online portals were instrumental in enhancing discussions on the 

functions and purposes of professional writing. With a background that combines familiarity 

with holding a high number of students’ attention along with active dialogue, I am well-equipped 

to provide your class a presentation about possible career options post-graduation that will 

engage and inform them on a personal and professional level.  

 

Freshman and returning students assigned to one-oh-one level courses are often inundated with 

overwhelming information during their few semesters in university. Many students—if any at 

all—are pleased to simply have chosen a major for college; future career plans seem far off in 

the future. It is imperative, however, that first year students understand the importance of 

choosing classes that will best prepare them for those future careers, or at least choose majors 

that will increase their appeal to future employers. Students need more than just a broad scope of 

jobs they can possibly hold after graduation: various levels of jobs, duties to complete, different 

activities that enhance a resume, and complementary majors and minors all enhance a student’s 

chance of possible employment acceptance.  
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Career service centers, job fairs, and many other numerous opportunities for engaging with 

professionals offer networking channels for students to pursue regarding future careers. 

Nevertheless, events such as those mentioned above can be overrun with thousands of young 

adults searching for internships and jobs, not to mention intimidating for students with little 

employment experience. Instead of rushing a conversation in crowded auditorium or hearing 

from a stiff representative about the disillusionment of an out-of-reach internship, students will 

better perceive and receive information on future career opportunities from someone who is 

willing to discuss and share personal experiences in a relaxed setting.  

 

I will provide your students with an informative discussion-based session where they can freely 

ask questions without fear of feeling put-down for a lack of knowledge or experience over 

employment or internships. The presentation will offer goals, steps, and information on the 

publishing industry that will help students achieve whatever career level needed to promote their 

appeal to future employers. My hope is to create an atmosphere excitement and desire for 

learning that will push students to excel within the English major in order to achieve their 

absolute best career goal within the publishing industry.  

 

The presentation will incorporate a lecture, discussion, and question-and-answer sessions. I will 

begin with a brief introduction on my education and employment, after which students may ask 

questions about my careers and classes, and discuss with each other possibilities within their 

education. Following this discussion I will relay the history of the publishing industry and 

continue on with an explanation of the different jobs within the publishing industry: various 

editorial levels, design, writing, marketing and advertising, technical, photography, and much 

more. While numerous positions will be touched upon, the focus of the presentation will be on 

editorial positions; however, discussion on the other positions is necessary to emphasize the 

continuity between professional writers and the rest of a publishing team. I will come equipped 

with handouts for students and a laptop for presentation purposes; please provide a projector so 

that all students may see the PowerPoint presentation.  

 

The following proposal explains in detail the presentation I hope to provide to your students. I 

look forward to your response and hope a date may soon be secured for the presentation. Please 

let me know if you have any questions. I can be reached at mdeshaies_gps@nec.edu.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Marisa Deshaies  

 

mailto:mdeshaies_gps@nec.edu
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Marisa Deshaies  

303 Red Cedar Lane  

Bear, DE 19701  

February 16, 2013 

 

Dr. Ethan Joella 

English Department  

New England College  

Henniker, NH 03242  

 

 

 

Dear Dr. Joella,  

 

As mentioned in my letter from February 14
th

, the accompanying proposal describes material 

about the publishing industry and editorial positions that I will discuss with your English 101 

students in my upcoming presentation.  

 

Please look over this information and contact me with any questions or questions about the 

presentation. I can be reached at mdeshaies_gps@nec.edu.  

 

I look forward to meeting you soon.  

 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Marisa Deshaies  

mailto:mdeshaies_gps@nec.edu
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DROP THAT PEN! 
EDITORIAL CAREERS IN THE PUBLISHING 

INDUSTRY 

 
A presentation on discovering the best pathway to a successful editorial career 

 

Presented by Marisa Deshaies to Dr. Joella’s English 101 class  
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Abstract  
“Oh you’re an English major. Are you going to teach?” College students or graduates with an 

English major come into this conversation multiple times throughout their education or post-

graduation plans. While a perfectly respectable profession for those who enjoy working with 

young adults, a Bachelor of Arts degree with a focus on the English major offers graduates a 

wide array of career opportunities besides a position as a secondary education teacher of English. 

The publishing industry, one of the various fields available to the English major, is a highly 

attractive career field for English majors because of the variety of opportunities to put their 

analytical and writing skills to use. Careers areas suitable in the publishing industry for English 

majors include editorial, writing, marketing, advertising, public relations, and new media.  

 

Introducing Publishing  

Publishing—the act of making information available to the public—

is a production that continues to change rapidly from the past two 

hundred years onward due to increasing literacy rates for all peoples, 

the availability of machines to mass produce texts, and technological 

advances that equip companies to make texts available in record 

speeds. Publishing in the United States was a relatively small 

business through the mid-1800s; Gutenburg’s printing press (1450), 

which was instrumental in the creation of books, still required 

laborious processes that made book production time-consuming and 

expensive. In addition, literacy rates remained low because only the 

wealthy could afford to send their children to school to learn to read. 

A privilege owed only to those with superior wealth and knowledge, 

the wealthy believed those who could not afford to learn to read should instead occupy 

themselves with their labor.  

 

Revolutionizing Publishing  
As with the invention of the printing press, however, a demand for knowledge and equality 
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pushed the publishing industry to meet the American public’s need to modernize. Post-Civil-War 

activities revolutionized the American publishing industry in three ways:  

-- A demand for equality raised literacy rates  

-- Better road systems increased the number of books publishers could distribute  

-- New technology created faster systems for the production of books 

 With the demand for book availability higher than ever, publishing houses sought ways to mass 

produce texts while raising sales. Smaller publishing companies could no longer meet the needs 

of customers because readership required more texts than the companies’ limited employees 

could produce. Publishing companies in New York City--such as Random House and Wiley—

took advantage of the city’s proximity to the Erie Canal through the low cost of shipping. By the 

mid-nineteen-hundreds, New York City was home to numerous publishing companies that had 

conglomerated to mass-produce various kinds of novels. Seventy years later, New York City is 

still known as the hub of the publishing industry, and most publishing houses are comprised of 

subsidiaries that produce books of various genres to meet readers’ needs.   

 
Publishing Divisions  
The rise of literacy rates and availability of texts have lead publishing houses to produce texts in 

the following categories:  

--Academic: publish periodicals or books specific to certain academic areas  

--Book: publish fiction and non-fiction texts in genres such as contemporary, romance, 

inspirational, biographies and autobiographies, and cooking 

--Newspapers: On a regular basis on newsprint paper, publish recent news regarding 

politics, health, finances, local interest, and media interest (Hollywood) 

--Periodicals: On a regular basis in a magazine or journal, publish information on specific 

areas on interest, such as news, politics, academics, health, or celebrity 

interest, amongst many others  

Specific positions within the publishing industry that English majors may enjoy include the 

editorial and writing aspects of book promotion.   

 

Mixing Christian and Secular Books in the Publishing Industry  
The Christian publishing industry is an evolving one due to the increasing popularity of the 

market over the last twenty or so years. The Christian publishing 

market was not always as popular as it is today. Originally, houses 

labeled Christian were ones that published the Bible. With the 

mainstreaming of the Bible at the request of Martin Luther, 

however, a need for materials that explained God’s word became 

evident and still exists today, creating a new niche for publishing 

houses solely devoted to a Christian market. Now mainstream 

publishing houses are eager to sweep up the Christian equivalents 

in order to increase sales of Christian books and reach new readers. 

 

Until a few decades ago Christian and mainstream publishing 

houses operated in peace with each other. Over the past thirty or so 

years, nevertheless, readers’ desires for books that cover less promiscuous topics have created a 

mixed market for materials that delve in theological discussions without quite crossing into a 

“Christian” market per say. There will always be a market for straightforward Christian books; 
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those readers who are adamant about reading novels with characters that live their life for God, 

for how-to books on reading the Bible, or for devotionals on being a praying wife. Publishers can 

easily tell authors who desire to write these books the best way to style, write, and organize 

information that will appeal to this niche of readers.  

 

But how about those readers who want less smut than published in Harlequin romance novels or 

books like Fifty Shades of Gray without turning to evangelical Christian novels? As the reader 

market shifts along the spectrum, 

mainstream publishing houses are eagerly 

sweeping up Christian publishing houses 

in an attempt to balance the types of books 

published for an   uncertain market. This 

merging of markets continues to create 

mixed emotions among employees and 

authors of Christian publishing houses for 

two reasons: A) both Christian-aimed 

authors and mainstream authors are wary 

of what angle to play up their books to 

reach their intended readers, and B) the 

Christian elements of mainstream 

publishing houses are now catering to a 

wide market that does not, per say, publish 

Christian material in an effort to widen the 

market of theological books. The merging between these two publishing houses also makes it 

difficult for small, distinctly Christian publishing houses to survive amongst mainstream houses.  

 

As the popularization of reading continues to grow with the advent of technology that makes it 

easier than ever to access books, Christian and mainstream publishing houses will have to figure 

out how to work together to best the meets of diverse reader groups.  

Introducing Book Editing   
Book editors are instrumental in the publishing process for their keen eye for detail, gift of 

placing words together in a manner pleasing to the ear, and ability to match an author’s desire to 

tell a story in a certain way with a reader’s desire to experience new the senses in unimaginable 

ways. Anyone who is a voracious reader is already an editor, but many people—especially those 

who do not enjoy reading and writing--do not realize that they edit all the time, albeit 

unconsciously. People have a natural desire to fix other peoples’ work; in almost all cases, a 

better word choice is available, an inserted verb can remove a dangling modifier, or a 

proofreading session can fix multiple grammatical errors. But while everyone edits, not everyone 

is an editor—after all, not everyone enjoys searching for that missing comma or catching plot 

holes in the latest contemporary novel. An editor is someone with a passion for language, 

someone with fervor for cutting out extra phrases and discovering the best way to convey the 

same information in both hard copy and an online blog, someone who quite simply loves playing 

with words.   
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Becoming a Book Editor  
The publishing industry, whether one works in books, newspapers, academia, or other facets 

available, is incredibly competitive and cutthroat. It is imperative that a student who hopes to 

work as an editor have as much education and experience as possible. 

 
Education  
 A Bachelor’s degree in an English-related field such as literature, journalism, or professional 

writing is necessary to prove that a student is well-educated in analytical, writing, and editorial 

skills. A Master’s degree in a related field is helpful if industry experience is limited, but a PhD 

is not necessary to obtain an editorial position. The best way for an editor to advance to a new 

position and grow within the field is to edit pieces well. There are no classes offered on the 

various styles of editing; it is expected that graduates hoping for an editorial position already 

know the facets of the job, and diligence in the workplace is just as worthwhile for growing in 

the field as is a degree. Various higher education institutions, however, offer programs or 

certificates in publishing that could be instrumental in advancing an editor’s career.  

 

Personal Traits  
Editorial work is not for the faint-hearted: the work is demanding and time-consuming, the hours 

long, and the physicality straining. Nevertheless, editorial work is also extremely satisfying and 

gratifying because of that necessary keen eye for producing the best text possible. To succeed in 

an editorial position and achieve personal best, an editor must be:  

--tenacious 

--diligent 

--detailed  

--organized  

--strong-willed  

--creative 

-- logical 

--able to recognize patterns 

--able to think outside the box 

--a team player 

--a concrete thinker  

--a reader

Technology 
Hand-editing documents is almost a practice of the past due to the advent of word processing 

programs that allow editors to track change edits with multiple tools. Computer-literacy is an 

essential skill for editors because these word processing programs allow for a quicker, more 

efficient editorial process that multiple editors may engage in at one time. Microsoft Word’s 

“Track Changes” Program is instrumental in the editing process: the program allows for the 

tracking of edit in a document without—unless wanted—the deletion of previous text. 

Comments can be made on the outside of a document; multiple editors can work on the same 

document at once; and editors and authors can view the document with or without the tracked 

changes as desired. Editors can also mark up and comment on documents that are saved in a .pdf 

format. Nevertheless, hand-editing is still a valuable practice for most editors because one can 

only stare at a computer screen for so long without blinding eyes or losing focus. Marking text 

by hand makes an editor slow the reading process, thereby bringing clarity and accuracy to a text 

that could otherwise be missed in the quick clicking and highlighting of “Track Changes”.   
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An Editor’s Role in Book Publishing  
Editors are responsible for the production of a book from start to finish and are involved in all 

facets of the production from proofreading to design and layout to substantive editing. An 

editor’s goal is to provide the most clear and concise text possible that will satisfy the most 

informed reader of the text, engage readers of all levels, and inform a novice reader to the 

subject.  

 

Editorial Positions  
A book goes through multiple levels of editing in the production process before print and will be 

edited by multiple sets of eyes and hands before a final printing is even approved. Authors are 

aware that a better text is produced when multiple people work on it because every person 

analyzes language differently. In addition, more eyes than less are likely to catch grammatical 

and typographical errors in a document. Editors have different strengths: some are better at 

copyediting because they have a keen eye accuracy and detail while other editors prefer to focus 

on the content of the text. All levels of editing are essential to ensure the correctness and appeal 

of a novel. The following list comprises the most common levels of editing:    

--SUBSTANTIVE: focuses on structure, organization, style, language, and content 

--COPYEDITING: focuses on grammar, mechanics, accuracy, and clarity  

--PROOFREADING: focuses on punctuation, spelling, organization (surface level), and 

insertion of text in correct places    

 
Earning Potential for Editors  
In America’s money-driven society, people are trained from Day One to consider the financial 

benefit of employment. From money earned by babysitting the neighbor’s children to pay for a 

car, to reaping the benefits of a minimum wage job through high school and college, students are 

inundated with the importance of earning money by the time they are teenagers. It is no surprise 

then that finances already play a large part in students’ lives as they choose majors and consider 

future possible careers.  

College students and recent graduates must consider a few factors regarding salaries when 

deciding which path to take in their possible editorial careers. Editors can be employed either 

contractually or salaried. The increasing popularity of the “new media”, or online publications, 

along with the competing print media means that editors and writers will continue to be in high 

demand for employment. However, the new media and its accompanying technology allows 

much more flexibility for employees to work for companies contractually or out of their own 

homes.  

Contractual editors are paid by the hour well above minimum wage while full-time employees 

are salaried with accompanying benefits. In 2010 the Bureau of Labor Statistics stated that the 

median salary for book editors was $51,470 and freelance editors were paid $24.75 an hour. 

While these numbers demonstrate a comfortable financial bubble for editors, college students 

and recent graduates must realize that the numbers are only representative of those editors who 

have worked long hours and grueling schedules to make it to that level.  
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In a competitive industry such as book publishing it may take a recent graduate a few years of 

proofreading novels before they have a comfortable salary. In addition, the competitiveness of 

the industry means a recent graduate may have to substitute a steady job for freelance work (i.e. 

lower-paying jobs) until enough experience is garnered for a publishing house to take them on. 

Also possible is the option of using writing or analytical skills for a job in another industry to 

stabilize income until an editorial job becomes available.  

Balancing Editorial Work and Personal Life  
Editorial work is intense but satisfying at the same time. Variables such as salary, work 

environment, family life, and pace of work should all be considered before accepting a position 

or deciding on a career path because inevitably the demands of editorial work will change an 

editor’s lifestyle.  

 
Demands of Editorial Work  
College students and recent graduates must remember that editorial work is often stressful 

because of the pressure to work around and produce texts upon changing deadlines. An editorial 

career is not appropriate for a person who does not enjoy working late nights and weekends or 

does not work well under pressure. The demands of an editorial career may not suit a person who 

has many family responsibilities because the 

workload is unpredictable; an editor’s children, for 

example, may react unpleasantly to a parent who has 

to change weekend plans to accommodate updates to 

a novel going to press the following week. On the 

other hand, the ability to freelance editorial skills or 

work from home could open the door for many 

editors who desire to work but could not otherwise 

abandon family life to work a strict 9-to-5 job.   

 
Enjoyment of Editorial Work  
While the expectations for editors are high and the workload intense, the satisfaction of 

producing the best text possible for readers and aligning words correctly and pleasantly pushes 

editors to work those long hours and meet management needs. Many editors take pleasure in 

moving words on the page, reorganizing text, finding patterns, and discovering the correct way 

to match style, convention, grammar, and mechanics with an author’s intent for the text to come 

across. In addition, editors may find it gratifying to work their analytical skills into other areas of 

book production, such as their consideration of how the layout and design of text and graphics 

may influence readers’ perception of the text. The versatility of editing means editors may share 

their skills on multiple tasks if they so choose.  

Editorial and More  
Beyond the question “Are you going to teach?” mentioned on page five of this report, English 

majors also tend to receive puzzled looks when responding with the appropriate answer. Not too 

many people are sure of what careers English majors can potentially hold—an English major 

almost sounds generic to those who either expect the answer of teaching or hold the view that an 

English major is simply fluff for those who do not know what they want to do with life. 
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Thankfully for those students who research potential majors before going to college, an English 

major is much than just reading books and writing stories.  

 
Preparing for an Editorial Career  
Anyone contemplating an editorial career can consider the following suggestions when 

researching possible future employment:  

 
Studies  
An English major is generally considered the most applicable college major for a student who 

wants to move into the editorial field. A student should choose a concentration within the 

English major that best suits the type of editorial work they want to pursue. A student who 

enjoys fiction novels, for example, should choose a literature concentration; a student who wants 

to edit history books can double-major in English and history; a student who likes the technical 

aspect of preparing reports should choose the professional or technical writing concentration. A 

concentration or minor in journalism is acceptable to most employers; however, students should 

be aware that they can potentially narrow their chances of employment in any office other than a 

newspaper because journalism is such a specific field. Additionally, students can consider 

majoring in communications or public relations for an emphasis on other aspects of editorial 

work aside from writing and editing.    

 
Experience  
Employers expect college students and recent graduates to have held at least one internship in an 

editorial capacity in order to prepare them for an editorial career. Internships in multiple 

industries are accepted by employers: newspapers, publishing, advertising/marketing, non-profit, 

pharmaceutical, political science, government, and magazine companies all provide students 

with valuable editorial and professional experience that enhance resumes and help recent 

graduates adjust to post-college employment.    

College students and recent graduates can also enhance their resumes through volunteering with 

professionals in the community. Volunteering editorial skills on such documents as church 

bulletins, flyers, school projects, new writer’s books, and especially college newspapers or 

literary magazines can bring a sense of camaraderie between editors and the community through 

the sharing of skills and passion. Students also gain self-respect and managerial skills, in addition 

to closer relationships with faculty and staff at the university if they take on leadership roles for 

the school’s newspaper or literary magazine.   

 
Preparation  
It is suggested that sometime in the sophomore or junior year of college studies that a student 

familiarize themselves with the following references or materials:  

--The Writer’s Market Guide (and variations thereof) provides current information on 

publishing houses, literary agents, conferences, and periodicals in addition to suggestions 

on how to get published within specific genres.  

--The American Association of Publishers is the trade association for publishers that 

advocates for industry members on policy, legislative, and regulatory issues.  

--Publishing companies or editorial positions that may be of interest (ex: Random House, 

Tyndale House, Scholastic, copyediting positions, technical editing positions, grant 

writing positions, etc.)  
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Beyond Editorial Careers  
Successful career advancement in the book publishing industry is possible for any editor who is 

diligent in their work, passionate about books, and dedicated to producing the best texts possible. 

In addition, that diligence, passion, and dedication, along with the versatility of the English 

major, provides editors a pathway to many other careers in a variety of industries where 

analytical and literature skills prove valuable and helpful to the company.  

 
The Publishing Industry  
The following examples are careers editors can consider when advancing the ladder or looking to 

expand beyond editorial work:    

-- Literary agents research promising authors, then pitch and—if fortunate—sell the 

authors to publishing houses for a profit.  

-- Acquisitions editors work closely with literary agents, authors, and the editorial 

department to acquire books for publishing houses. They read sample chapters and 

proposals, make offers for submissions, and communicate with authors throughout the 

entire writing and editorial process.  

-- Literary scouts research books for foreign publishers or filmmakers to be published 

abroad or adapted for film.  

-- Publicists work to get press attention for a publishing house’s books or authors.    

 
Other Jobs for the English Major  
The versatility of the English major provides college students and recent graduates with a 

plethora of career opportunities because almost all companies need employees with the ability to 

communicate on multiple levels. An English major—accompanied by no matter what 

concentration—teaches students to think analytically and write clearly and concisely for a 

multitude of audiences. Technical and/or professional writing is a popular career choice for 

English majors because it provides a combination of analytical and critical thinking accompanied 

by a variety of challenging and field-specific knowledge. Technical/professional writing requires 

a strong aptitude for clear and concise audience-tailored text. Industries, organizations, and fields 

that utilize technical/professional writing include:  

--Pharmaceutical  

--Science  

--Computers  

--Academia 

--Medicine  

--Athletics  

--Non-profit  

--Government/politics  

Conclusions 
The need for editors will only increase as technology continues to improve and the accessibility 

to books in various formats makes reading easier than ever. With a job market that continues 

only to slowly rise but college attendance rates quickly rise, it is more important than ever for 

students to prepare for their future careers as soon as possible throughout college. The English 

major is not typically competitive and welcomes many students into its fold, but the publishing 

industry—and editorial positions specifically—is incredibly emulous, with cutthroat employees 

and even more manipulative would-be job contenders. College students and recent graduates 

must prepare in as many avenues as possible to acquire close relationships with university 

faculty and staff that will enable excellent recommendations and internships, as well as garner as 
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much experience as possible and retain high grades that prove their worthiness, diligence, and 

intelligence. The following are suggestions for students and recent graduates:  

--Take as many English classes as possible to widen the variety of materials, time 

periods, authors, and genres studied.  

--Write as much as possible. Good editors make good writers, and publishing companies 

want employees who are versatile in their skills to catch as many inconsistencies as 

possible.   

--Enhance writing and editing skills through volunteering services: the university’s 

writing center, newspaper, literary magazine; church bulletins; local non-profits; friends’ 

books.  

--Obtain internships that will teach skills valued in the publishing and writing industries.  
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